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The World is Changing at an
Unprecedented Rate

The New Nature of Work

It’s hard to imagine life without the Internet, smartphones

The speed in which the workplace has changed has made

and the endless array of apps and services at our

it difficult for many organizations to keep up. The modern

fingertips – much of which has happened in roughly

worker no longer waits for IT to provide the business

the last 15 years! These technological changes have

software tools they need. Instead, they’ve turned to the

had a dramatic impact on just about every facet of our

cloud and started adopting applications such as Google

lives, vastly changing our economic, political, and social

Apps, Dropbox, Skype, WhatsApp and more. Business

structures.

software purchase decisions are no longer housed solely

There’s no question that the rate in which we exchange
data and information at increasingly faster speeds has

by IT – it often starts with the end user who experiences a
need for a product, and goes and gets it on their own.

allowed people to consolidate and advance ideas in ways

This has caused an unprecedented proliferation of

never possible before. This phenomenon has enabled

diverse, un-interoperable applications in the workplace.

businesses to become increasingly diversified from both a

Communications, notifications and information are now

physical and economic point of view, resulting in dramatic

scattered across different apps and devices. As workers

shifts in organizational work structures.

shift amongst these applications as they move throughout

One of the more significant trends is the tendency towards
breaking large units of work into smaller elements that are
executed by smaller teams, thus driving decision- making
lower into the organization. Fixed work plans built for

the day, they lose time and attention along the way. Some
experts say multitasking and task-switching represent as
much as a 40 percent drain on productivity – with close to
half of the workday wasted.

large, expensive projects are now viewed as less valuable

The same fragmentation makes it harder for workers to

than the ability to experiment and react quickly in today’s

access and share the strategic information the business

hyper competitive global environment.

needs to compete and win in today’s complex business

Further, the trend towards freelancing, crowdsourcing and

environment.

the sharing economy is enabling organizations to pull the
right talent in quickly on key projects, regardless of where
they are located. Mobile technologies are well on their
way to providing anytime, anywhere access to even the
most bandwidth-intensive information. The workforce is
now global, mobile, social and getting younger by the day.
By 2025, millennials are predicted to make up almost half
of the workforce.
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“The world has changed far more in the past
100 years than in any other century in history.
The reason is not political or economic but
technological – technologies that flowed
directly from advances in basic science.”

Stephen Hawking
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Next-Generation UC – Mind the Gap
It is clear that if businesses are to compete and win in a new global marketplace and respond to demographic and
technology trends, they can’t continue to do business just as we have in the past. It will become imperative that they address
pain points in today’s workplace that frustrate workers and keep organizations from operating at their full potential.
The introduction of Unified Communications (UC), which typically consists of business voice, unified messaging, instant
messaging, presence, video, conferencing and web collaboration, was a step in the right direction. However, today’s UC still
does not completely address the changes and challenges that are happening in the workplace.

There is a gap between workers needs and expectations,
and what is being delivered.
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Unifying and
Centralizing
the User
Experience

Imagine
having a
single interface
on your computer
screen or mobile device
that brings together every tool

you and your team use to perform
your work – including communications
and messaging, contacts, office applications,
enterprise software, team productivity tools, and
even shared storage services such as Google Drive and
Dropbox.
Most knowledge workers spend most of their time

in procure-to-pay, you might use communication tools
embedded in your contracting application to launch
a conference with a supplier, collaborate on contract
terms and automatically route your work for review and
signature – all without leaving your primary application.
Both approaches immerse workers in the appropriate
experience, without the challenges of collecting
information from various sources and switching
between apps to manage workflows. Communication
and application interactions will be centralized, ready to
adapt to context as the user moves through their day, and
help them quickly access information relevant to a given
conversation or task.

communicating and collaborating on various applications,
and thus end up spending a lot of time switching between
disjointed applications
and searching for relevant
information. Providing the
ability to “live” in a centralized
place that provides quick
access to the business
apps that they use daily,
communicate in real- time,
access and share files, plus
give contextual information
that is pertinent to the
conversation, will significantly
increase productivity.
For specialists who spend
most of their time in a
particular cloud application,
communications and
collaboration need to
be embedded into the
business application itself.
As an example, if you are
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Think about your typical day again
under this new way of working.
You start the day logging into your online workspace with a single sign-on. All
your email, voicemail and calendar notifications flow into a single inbox. You can
easily triage items and associate them with appropriate information, files and
applications, with no duplication of work.

You click on a single web link in a calendar notice to join your early morning
conference, eliminating the need to fumble through a lengthy phone number and
access code. The document to be discussed during the call is displayed online for
you and other team members to review and annotate in real time.

An interesting point comes up during the meeting that you think might benefit one
of your clients and help you close a big deal. Since your Salesforce app is part of
your integrated workspace, you make an entry in real time and trigger a reminder
so you can share the information with your client during a previously scheduled
meeting the next day.

While your call is underway, your boss realizes he has an urgent need for an Excel
spreadsheet you developed to support an important project. He uses “presence”
information to see that you are on a call. Rather than disturb you, he accesses the
file directly from your team’s shared workspace.

Since you didn’t need to drop off your conference call early to handle your boss’s
emergency, you are there for an interesting discussion with your colleagues about
how to position a new product with your customers and prospects.
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What Next-Gen UC Means for the Future Of Work
Next-generation unified communications may be closer than you think, with software developers and service
providers already collaborating to bring it to life. As this new world order begins to unfold, here’s what you can
expect.

Improved business agility.
When we have a central way to access intelligence from across the organization, we will be better poised to handle
special projects that crop up and to quickly respond to changing market conditions. We can easily identify the right
talent, share information and ideas, and drive projects to the finish line. All sorts of information currently buried deep
inside applications and functional silos will become readily accessible to help us act more quickly and improve
business performance.

Meetings become more effective.
Today meetings have a bad reputation – and for good cause. Many of them are highly ineffective – estimated
to represent a $37B annual drain on the U.S. economy alone. Next-generation unified communication tools can
transform the meeting experience – making it easier to join from wherever you work or travel and to collaborate,
share and access relevant information on-demand.

Communications become more insightful.
With next-generation unified communications, you’ll have an easier way to manage relationships with colleagues
and clients around the globe. You will be able to easily access all the details of previous interactions, know where
you left off and what the next steps are to move the relationship forward.
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Work resourcefully from anywhere.
We talk a lot these days about working from any device and any network. But it can be frustrating. There typically
are multiple sign-ons as you switch from one app to another and move from voice or video conferences, to
documents, to work you need to accomplish using specific business apps. Next-generation UC will solve the
dilemma by giving you a single sign-on to a consolidated workspace, with easy access to all your files, contacts and
apps – whether you are at your desk or on a mobile device.

Business and personal information coexist peaceably.
People want a smart way to aggregate all their notifications and interactions – both business and personal. It is one
reason why the “bring your own application” trend is becoming so popular. Next-generation UC will enable smart
apps that can make both business and personal information readily accessible through the same interface, without
“co-mingling” data.

Streamlined, frustration-free work flows.
Next-generation unified communications will adjust to your preferences, learn about your behaviors, actions
and interactions, prioritize the information you need, and optimize your activities and the process workflows you
executed across systems.

Information becomes more actionable.
All that big data we’re gathering can be overwhelming. With next-generation unified communications, though,
we’ll be able to capture actionable insights from all our interactions on a single dashboard – from calls, emails and
instant messages to all the apps we use to get work done. We’ll be able to use what we know to determine how
to best engage customers and nurture relationships. We can even determine what skills are in demand across the
organization and use the information to guide hiring and employee development.
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Summary
Today’s Unified Communications and Collaboration solutions can provide strong voice and video collaboration,
messaging, mobile integration and more. However, workers are starting to struggle with the diversity of
cloud applications and business processes that today operate as stand-alone islands, leading to scattered
communications, ineffective meetings and fragmented workflows.
It’s become clear that the bigger problem of team productivity in the new, dynamic workplace needs to be
addressed in order to enable teams to quickly create and share ideas, organize effective and highly collaborative
meetings, and facilitate the execution of process workflows across business systems.
BroadSoft has already begun to bring this vision to life with an initiative called Project Tempo. Project Tempo
envisions new cloud services based on our existing UC-One platform, which will allow teams to reach new levels
of productivity by integrating real-time communications and collaboration, cloud applications and contextual
intelligence into a unified end-user experience.
If you would like to stay up to date on this initiative,
please visit us at www.broadsoft.com,
or contact us at info@broadsoft.com

For more information, visit us online at

www.broadsoft.com
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